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NOW

AVAILABLE

Contact us on ph 09 4152425  
or see the range at www.powers.com

Anchors
SEISMIC 

AVAILABLE

Powers can provide 
product that meet 

CRACKED CONCRETE 
and SEISMIC code 

requirements as 
specified in: 

NZS4219/NZS3101 
USA ACI355.2/

ACI355.4 
EUROPE EOTA 

ETAG001/ TR045

FASTENERS AND FASTENING systems may not be the most glamorous 
or photogenic items in the hardware channel but they are one of the 
most important elements of any construction project. 

And, while many New Zealanders may fi nd it hard to discern one 
nail or screw from another, anyone who has lived in the range of 
terrible fl ats that I have will understand that a poorly held together 
building can make all the diff erence between a house and a home.

In the wake of the Christchurch earthquake, new emphasis has 
been put on how we construct our buildings and the integrity of 
those buildings over the long term, with the type of fastener used 
playing a key role in the creation of safe and sound homes and 
buildings for New Zealand’s future. 

Last year’s fasteners feature reported on an industry on the up 
and up with work in Christchurch and Auckland creating plenty of 
demand for all of the major players I talked to at that time. 

In 2014 it seems that this situation has matured with players doing 
even more business but also reporting that the market is becoming 
crowded with plenty of new competitors joining the scene.

David Knight at Macsim Fastenings has seen business steadily 
improve over the last 12 months: “Demand for fasteners seems to be 
much more consistent than it has been where previously we had a 
one good month followed by one bad month. I think this is refl ective 
of more projects getting underway and approval of future projects,” 
he says.

Toolware Sales’ Aaron Bell is one of many to confi rm  there are 
more players joining the fastenings game: “Th e market has been 
increasing considerably and we have been increasing our market 
share but there is certainly room for many players,” he says. 

On the other hand, Cath Montgomery at Winstone Wallboards 
is less positive about the number of players in New Zealand’s 
fastenings market at present: “It’s very competitive at the moment 
and I think many people involved in fasteners are struggling to fi nd a 
point of diff erence and often the only lever they have is price.”

The fasteners market continues 
its upward trajectory this year but, 
according to some, there are warning 
signs, stress points, which require 
attention if the market isn’t to lose its 
attraction. Jess Brunette reports.

“The market has been increasing 
considerably and we have been increasing 
our market share but there is certainly 
room for many players”
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“There will be issues with companies having 
enough staff to service their customers properly, both in terms 

of representation in the marketplace, and order fulfilment”

don’t  
screw  
around  
when it 
comes to 
bracing

choose gib® grabber® premium quality 
screws - the only fasteners tested and 
approved by winstone wallboards for use 
with gib ezybrace® systems.

GIB® Grabber® screws and fasteners 
have been the professionals first choice 
for over 40 years. Why? Because GIB® 
rigorously tests its fasteners as part of the 
GIB EzyBrace® System to guarantee you a 
superior, risk free performance you can trust. 

For more information on gib ezybrace® 
systems call 0800 100 442 or  
visit www.gib.co.nz 

PLAIN SAILING FOR THE SUPPLY CHAIN?
While the market is solid for most of those I talked to, there are still 
issues that many players feel need to be addressed. 

Looking overseas, a concern for some players in the fastenings 
category are the reports that some Taiwanese factories involved in 
industrial coatings have been closed down for illegally discharging 
wastewater containing nickel and other toxic substances into the 
river in Kaohsiung City. 

We have been told as of June 2014 the Taiwanese Government 
had closed down at least eight facilities with many more then 
voluntarily closing down to avoid inspection. While this may 
cause potential delays to some players in the market there are 
many who feel that cleaning up the industry in this way can only 
be positive. 

Closer to home, a key concern amongst many in the fasteners and 
wider hardware channel is the way that the Christchurch earthquake 
continues to be handled, with reports of stop-start activity on some 
projects and ensuing large and/or “diffi  cult” orders of specialist 
products made with little or no notice. 

Th is last-minute ordering tends to put added costs to the process 
and some in the business are suggesting that poor overall planning 
may be responsible for the cost overruns that have been occurring in 
the beleaguered city. 

GEARING UP FOR THE FUTURE
In many respects these issues are out of the hands of New Zealand’s 
fastenings suppliers and manufacturers but there are other concerns 

NAILING EXACTLY WHAT’S HOT
So what products are in demand in 2014? Paslode’s Craig Van Asch 
says: “Th e category has been led by increased frame & truss activity 
and we are seeing solid performance in our hot dipped galvanised 
and stainless steel ranges, which strongly refl ects dwelling completion 
rates nationally on the back of strong consent data from late 2013.”

Senco’s Mark Glidden has also been doing well with a number of 
diff erent product categories: “We sell loose nails to all the builders’ 
merchants and that’s growing as they become busy. And we sell 
collated nails to pre-nail plants so we notice that we are probably 
45% up on collated sale to pre-nail plants but that’s all refl ected in 
the number of houses being constructed and also collated screws 
because all new houses have drywall.”

When I asked Simpson Strong-Tie’s Ray Boyd which new 
products were doing well in the current New Zealand market he 
pointed to the increased sales in recent months of the company’s 
Quik Drive collated bi-metal stainless steel screw product as an 
indicator of where many people are seeing value.

“A lot of people will specify a stainless steel product into a 
galvanised C section and they don’t realise that there’s a thing called 
a dissimilar metal reaction which means that the stainless product 
won’t rust but the galvanised c section, which is structural, may well 
be compromised. 

“So this screw is able to combat that so people can put it into their 
galvanised C section purlins. Th at’s an engineer’s fastening product I 
guess because an engineer is looking for the added protection of that 
fastening in a situation where it’s not normally been available.”
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THE NO.  1
IN LESS THAN A YEAR

SENCO BRANDS (NZ) LIMITED
PO Box 33696, Takapuna  |  Ph 09 444 9424  |  www.senco.com
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DS215-18V
Auto Feed Screwdriver

Screws up to 50mm
5000rpm

DS312-18V
Auto Feed Screwdriver

Screws up to 75mm
2500rpm

DS215-18V
Auto Feed Screwdriver

DS312-18V

EVOLUTION
REVOLUTIONIN

SCREW
SYSTEM

With 18V 3Ah Li-ion Rechargeable Batteries

EDL takes 
aim with Arrow 
The Arrow Decking Screw is the latest 

product offered up by EDL Fasteners. 

This stainless steel screw has plenty of 

design features to make for a smooth 

and long-lasting fi nish including needle 

point start, self-drilling tip, reverse 

milling threads to prevent burring and 

a self-countersinking head to sit fl ush 

with more surface holding power. A torx 

drive at the top of the drill also assists 

stronger driver hold and reduced blow 

out during installation. 

www.edlfast.co.nz

that can be addressed locally.
“Looking forward, I believe the major issues in this category 

will be stock and people management,” explains EDL Fasteners’ 
Darryn Trollip. 

“In order to invest in better stock levels and improved knowledge 
for staff , suppliers will need dollars to be available. Since the GFC, 
most businesses have become a lot better at managing inventories. 

“We also all know how much it costs to train staff  well, but to hold 
on to these good people when the general economy is improving will 
prove diffi  cult.”

Macsim Fastenings’ David Knight has similar concerns as the 
market continues to redevelop and head towards (if not meet) pre-
GFC market conditions.

“For several years this sector has been almost in a retrenching 
mode. Companies have been trimming costs, both in terms of staff  
and size of operations, as well as keeping a careful eye on stock 
levels, reducing the levels of stock held as demand softened in an 
eff ort to control expenditure. 

“Now, as things improve, I can see that there will be issues with 
companies having enough staff  to service their customers properly, 
both in terms of representation in the marketplace, and order 
fulfi lment. I think that in some situations with the larger projects 
there is a danger that the industry as a whole may not be able to 
meet the demand for product and that there could be a lag of a few 
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Strong-Bolt® 2 Anchor
ICC-ES ESR-3037

ET-HP™ Adhesive
ICC-ES ESR-3372

SET-XP® Adhesive
ICC-ES ESR-2508

ETA-11/0360 (Option 1)

Titen HD® Anchor
ICC-ES ESR-2713

ETA-12/0060 (Option 1)

Simpson Strong-Tie 
is your trusted source 
for ACI 355.2 seismic 
tested solutions

© 2014 Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc.  ANCHOR13-NZ

For more than 50 years Simpson Strong-Tie has been helping people build safer, stronger structures economically. 
The company has earned a reputation for providing customers with innovative, high-quality products and 
technical, field and training support. Today Simpson Strong-Tie offers an array of products for infrastructure, 
commercial and industrial construction. Many of these products have been qualified for use in Cracked Concrete 
and Seismic applications per NZS4219/NZS3101, based on testing requirements found in ACI355.2/ ACI355.4 and 
ETAG001. These products are a direct result of listening to the needs and challenges of our customers, then using 
our research, testing and engineering expertise to deliver innovative, high-performance solutions.

To speak with a Simpson Strong-Tie representative call 09 4774440 or visit www.strongtie.co.nz.
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Heavy Duty Z600 Galvanised Products
An alternative soluition to table 4.1 NZS3604:2011

For full product range and results contact:For full product range and results contact:

Heavy Duty Z600 Galvanised Products

For full product range and results contact:For full product range and results contact:For full product range and results contact:

Pryda New Zealand A Division of ITW New Zealand Ltd
Free Phone: 0800 88 22 44
Website: www.pryda.co.nz   |   Email: offi ce@pryda.co.nz
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Get anchored  
with Simpson 
Strong-Tie
Simpson Strong-Tie’s epoxy anchoring 
adhesives are the latest addition to its 

expanding range. Ideal for anchoring 

threaded rod, rebar and smooth dowels 

in a variety of base materials, epoxy 

based anchoring systems offer strength 

and versatility across a wide variety of 

applications.

SET-XP is a 1:1 two component, 

high solids, epoxy based anchoring 

adhesive formulated for optimum 

performance in both cracked and un-cracked concrete. SET-XP 

has been rigorously tested in accordance with ICC-ES AC308 

and has been proven to offer increased reliability in the most 

adverse conditions, including cracked concrete under static and 

seismic loading. Resin and hardener are dispensed and mixed 

simultaneously through the mixing nozzle.

ET-HP is a two component, high solids, epoxy based anchoring 

adhesive system for use as a hi-strength, non-shrink anchor 

grouting material. 

Both products can be dispensed by the EDT22S heavy duty 

manual gun designed for trouble free dispensing. The tool can 

easily convert from dispensing a 1:1 ratio to a 2:1 ratio cartridge.

www.strongtie.co.nz

months until overseas shipments arrive.”
Mike O’Brien from Chain & Rigging Supplies can already 

testify to time delays. Since 2013 O’Brien has set relationships in 
place so that he is now dealing directly with factories in China 
rather than through agents. And, while this has reaped dividends 
for the Auckland-based company, he has had to plan for delays 
when ordering.

“I could get my chain out of China in 8 weeks if I order 20 tonnes 
of one product. But if I order bits and bobs of different types and 
different amounts that all takes time from different parts of the 
manufacturing facility to come together,” he explains.

The relatively small volumes and the limitations they put on 
manufacturing efficiencies is something that Mike O’Brien accepts as a 
fact of life when working in a small market at the bottom of the globe. 

“That’s just the market we are in so we’ve learned to allow for that 
lead time by ordering a little bit more and carrying a bit more in 
stock. The accountants will tell you that’s an inhibitor on your cash 
flow but we are in a pretty healthy position and I can afford to run a 
bit of extra stock. And I couldn’t tell you the number of times people 
have come in the door and said ‘I need 600 of these items right now, 
can you help me out?’ and we’ve got it for them!”

NZ Nails’ Satesh Govind is another who feels that the growth of 
many of the company’s products is in part due to having good levels 
of stock on hand.

“Many of our products are showing good growth, I believe this 
is down to our commitment to supplying good quality products, 
great service evidenced by consistently high DIFOTIS and very 
competitively priced products. NZ Nails has a commitment to carry 
very high amounts of stock, because if you aren’t carrying the right 
stock you cannot meet your customer’s demands.”

RISK LEADS TO OVER SPECIFYING?
Some in the industry are also suggesting that an outlook of over-
specification, while encouraging the uptake of quality products for 
situations that need them, may be increasing costs unnecessarily, in 
some instances. 

“Another thing that has the possibility of having a significant 
impact on this industry is for seismic testing,” says Macsim 
Fastenings’ David Knight. 
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Collated 
Screws
Collated 

T O O L W A R E  S A L E S  L I M I T E D
Ph 09 579 8080  |  www.toolware.co.nz
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• Collated Quick Load Strips – compatible with Quik Drive
• Free Driver bits included
• Sizes available:  10g x 50mm (2”) 305 Stainless Steel

8g x 50mm (2”) Galvanised
8g x 50mm ( 2”) Yellow Zinc dichromate
6g x 32mm (11⁄4”) Drywall Zinc dichromate

Your trailer is in good hands 
Chain and Rigging is now offering a Trailer Safety Chain Kit 

that consists of a length of high tensile long link chain, one high 

tensile hot dipped galvanised shackle and one boss.

The kit contains a 10 link length of 8mm long link gold 

passivated chain that exceeds the requirements of NZS 5467. 

This chain has a minimum breaking load of 6.00 tonne and a 

connection load of 2.50 tonne which is marked on the chain at 

regular intervals.

The hot dipped galvanised high tensile D shackle is made to 

NZ Standard 5467 and the load rating is clearly identifi ed on the 

shackle body. These shackles have a minimum breaking load of 

6.00 tonne. The boss is designed to fi t into the end link of the 

chain to enable a high tensile bolt and nut to fi t through.

All items are sealed into a heavy duty plastic bag with header 

card ready for immediate display and sale that can be fi tted 

with barcodes.

www.chainandrigging.co.nz

Let Paslode guide you
New to Paslode is the Product Nail Guide designed for use 

with the Paslode’s existing Impulse FrameMaster gas framing 

tool. Made for precision placement of product nails into 0.8mm 

to 1.2mm metal timber connecting plates, the retractable steel 

probe on the guide locates the hole in the metal plate giving 

fi ner drive control and a superior nailing fi nish at six times the 

speed of hand nailing. The guide features three depths of drive 

settings, a fl ush drive indicator mark and a 

hardened steel construction for long

 term durability. 

www.paslode.co.nz

settings, a fl ush drive indicator mark and a 

hardened steel construction for long

 term durability. 

www.paslode.co.nz
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BLISTER PACKS • THERMOFORMING • FOOD PACKS

Off the shelf 
packs to suit 
every need. 
From small things like  
screws and fish hooks, right up 
to large heavy items, Aztec’s 
versatile clamshell packs are 
available in a wide variety of 
shapes and sizes, and can 
accommodate just about 
anything.

The clear plastic packs deliver 
a highly visible and attractive 
option for presenting your 
product to the customer.

Well suited for lower volume, 
light weight items. They can 
be assembled without special 
equipment and packed on 
demand by unskilled staff.

For more info call 0800 436 768 
or visit www.aztec.co.nz
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136 Captain Springs 
Road, Onehunga 
Auckland, New Zealand 
Fax: 09 636 7543 
 

 
Website:  www.chainandrigging.co.nz 

Member Of Lifting Equipment Engineers New Zealand Inc. 

PO Box 13312, 
Onehunga 
Auckland 1643 
Phone: 09 636 4775 
 

Email: info@chainandrigging.co.nz 
 

Visit our product range at www.chainandrigging.co.nz or 
Phone (09) 636 4775 to talk to our knowledgeable staff. 

We stock a vast range of Hot Dip Galvanised 
and Stainless Steel fittings, along with our 
huge selection of Chain from Hardware, 
Marine, Stainless and High Tensile. For 
further information phone our helpful staff 
or visit our website.  

Flying Fox Kit 

CHAIN & RIGGING 
      SUPPLIES LTD  

 

A stainless 
steel star
Titan Fasteners is now offering 

a range of stainless steel wood 

screws. Titan’s Star Fix Wood 
Screws are made from premium 

316 grade stainless steel for 

superior corrosion resistance 

and feature a coarse thread 

and a T20 head recess for 

increased drive torque. 

Star Fix Wood Screws are 

available in 8g x 20, 25, 32, 40, 45, 

50 and 65mm and come in boxes 

of 400 screws per pack with a 

screwdriver bit included.

 www.nznails.co.nz

“We have had customers asking for a seismic rating on our 
masonry range of products, and not just for product going to 
Christchurch, but also for projects in Auckland. While we can get 
product tested, it is at signifi cant cost, which has to be weighed up 
against the benefi ts of getting the sale, and will ultimately have to 
lead to a higher price for the end user.”

For ITW Proline’s Warren Lowe, a major concern is a lack 
of education on the type of products that both tradies and 
consumers need for each job, as well as how they meet current 
standards. “A major problem is that there are too many suppliers 
in our market causing confusion on the understanding of these 
products,” he says. 

“What the local authorities deem, whether it’s 316 or 304 
stainless steel is a classic example of this and that misunderstanding 
can be seen from tradies right through to DIY.  So it’s about actually 
getting the end users to understand the diff erences between say 
Climaseal 3 or 4 types of coatings and the diff erent areas and uses 
they are for.”

Despite these concerns, none of the players I talked to for this 
feature would deny that the market for fasteners is buoyant at 
present with most players gearing up for future booms rather 
than busts. 

What remains to be seen is how market share will continue to be 
distributed as the number of players steadily increases.  
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